SuperStar Virgo 2012 Renovation at a Glance

Reinventing SuperStar Virgo
For more than a decade, she was an Asian icon. Now this grand lady is ready for her next
curtain call, keeping true to her essence. She will continue creating indelible moments and
memories for families, couples, colleagues, friends and strangers alike. A real luxury cruise
vacation is ready to set sail again in the region …
Harvest of the Seas
The grand lady SuperStar Virgo will be greeting guests with her new hull design. As the
Virgo constellation Goddess of Harvest glides joyfully on the flanks amongst rays of
colourful lights, she sprinkles her Godspeed blessings to the vessel and her passengers.
The Grand Welcome
The uplifting spirit of the Goddess of Harvest continues inside the vessel as tints of gold,
evocative of the harvest season at sunset, extend to the main lobby Grand Piazza. The
lobby embodies the grandeur of the East and West cultures, deftly manifested in the fusion
of seagull-shaped European art installation and Asian-beloved gold fittings. Redemption
gifts are stylishly displayed for guests and members to make their pick. The lobby’s three
signature golden-horse statues glisten in restored glitter, welcoming and saluting guests
with pride.
A Moveable Feast
The ripples of harvest and abundance sprawl to Mediterranean Buffet and Terrace, as it
welcomes guests in vibrant and sun-drench colours. Its famous feasts of mouth-watering
regional and international cuisines will surprise guests with delight. At the ocean-inspired
Blue Lagoon on Deck 7, guests will enjoy taste bud-tantalizing SEAsia dishes amidst
ripple-shaped wall coverings & ceilings and vibrant-coloured tables. Don’t be surprised if
guests feel like they are dining in the middle of a lagoon brimming with marine life. Two
private-dining rooms, styled after dining courts of Chinese empires of the past, will be
available at the Chinese restaurant The Pavilion, adding majesty to culinary pleasure.
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A Sanctuary of Calm
The new cigar lounge Champagne Bar Bellini, located at Deck 8, is a sophisticated
hangout for after-dinner cigar and cognac moments. Served with discreet and warm
hospitality, the bar offers an extensive collection of exquisite cigars and cognacs. Stocked
with the bestsellers and classic books, the Library lets guests chill out in serene and
calming colours while soaking in the panoramic view of the expanse of the ocean.
Starry, starry night
The open deck is a cruise ship’s magical portal to the celestial arena. Taverna, a stage
designed for live music of all genres, will be added next to the Parthenon Pool. Serenading
and upbeat tunes will add a new dimension to water fun and pool parties. Look out for a
parade of performers to entertain at the Galaxy of the Stars.
24-hour Party
Talking about parties, the swanky Celebrity Bar is the place to be. Indulge in a cocktail or
two, mingle or dance with friends old and new. Guests can also sing to their hearts’ content
in the state-of-the-art karaoke rooms with a vast selection of latest and golden tunes.
Slumber Pleasures
Suites and cabins styled in contemporary design will be recast in new layouts that
maximize space with accentuated colours and refined ergonomics. All suites and cabins
were designed to provide a wonderful night of rest after a full day of activities.
A Twinkle in the Eyes
Guests can also bring home memories of their precious holiday moments at Star Boutique,
which offers a wide selection of souvenirs and merchandise, including high-end jewellery
and fashion.
The Luxury of Convenience
SuperStar Virgo offers some icing on the top for guests with all-encompassing facilities
including child care centre, sauna, saloon and activity centre, refurbished and equipped
with enhanced audio and visual systems. These will put guests’ minds and bodies at ease
to fully enjoy a choice cruise holiday with Star Cruises.
Watch this space
As SuperStar Virgo embarks on her voyage in renewed high spirit, she will bring to
passengers new and exciting onboard activities, menus, shore excursions and many more.
Details to be unveiled soon …
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